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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the University Archives.

Provenance: University records transfer.

Property rights: The University Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection remain with the University Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Dean Ella Johnson Olson Records, University Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Ella Johnson was born in 1903 and received her Bachelor’s from the University of Minnesota in 1926. Prior to assuming the Acting Dean position in 1953, she served in numerous home economist positions in North Dakota and Minnesota. After leaving NDAC, she directed the elementary nutrition program for the public schools in St. Paul, Minnesota.
SCOPE AND CONTENT

The records consist of three folders, a biographical folder, one dealing statistical information for the School of Home Economics (1952-1953) and the other with enrollment projects for 1955-1957 (1954).

BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Ella Johnson Olson – biographical information
Statistical information – School of Home Economics – 1952-1953